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Development of Global AI

Governments seize the 
opportunity actively 

Enterprises are distributed 
centrally

Technology giants create a 
full industrial chain ecology
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 The USA established the AI Special Committee.

 Putin: Who will take the lead in mastering AI in 
the future?

 The EU plans to invest $24 billion in AI in 2018-2020.

Industrial application

Technology

Hardware

Specific fields of AI gain
breakthrough progress

 Machine translation system has reached 
the level of human professional for the first time in 
the Chinese-English translation of 
General News.

 AI can be used to identify 
tampering images.

 As of the first half of 
2018, there were 
4,998 AI companies 
worldwide.
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 AI technology and its applications have entered in the third development opportunity. The AI driven by 
technology has moved from the lab to the market and has entered a stage of rapid development.
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Development of AI in China
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BATJ's taking efforts to capture AI

The industry application of is broader, and 
application scenarios are developed in depth

Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen take the 
leading position. The industry is concentrated 
in Jiangsu and Zhejiang

Policy is strengthened continuously to 
support the industrial development

Security Medical Home Financial RetailCar
Top 1 Beijing

Top 2  Shanghai

Top 3 Shenzhen

Top 4 Hangzhou

Number of companies：

National Engineering Laboratory for Deep 

Learning Technology and Application.

Tencent AI Lab

Tencent YouTu Lab

WeChat AI 
JD AI ResearchAli AI Labs

 AI has become an important driving force to lead the development of science and technology. China is 
deploying taking the first-mover advantage of AI actively  to construct an innovative country rapidly.

··· ···



Development of Smart Cities in the World

Singapore, London and New York 
take the leading position

Rank Country City

1 Singapore Singapore

2 UK London

3 USA New York

4 USA San Francisco

5 USA Chicago

The key points in smart city 
construction is diversified

The key areas has transfered to 
post-development areas such 
as Asia

Source：Juniper Research

 Asia ：e-government and 
smart transportation.

 Europe：more concerned 
about sustainable 
development.

 Americas: Smart services etc.

 By the end of 2017, the 
number of smart cities in China 
has reached 500, far more than 
that of Europe and the United 
States.

 Vietnam uses the achievements 
of Industry 4.0 to promote the 
construction of smart cities

 The global development of smart cities has entered the stage of planning and construction from the stage 
of concept. The effectiveness of smart city construction has begun to appear, and the idea of smart cities 
has been accepted by all countries quickly.

Top 5 global smart city construction
in 2018
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Policy Technology

Scale Industrial Chain 

Multi-faceted 

collaborative 

development

 The number of cities continues to 
grow, showing huge market 
potential.

 The central and eastern regions 
are developing rapidly. Beijing and 
Shenzhen take the leading 
position.

The key technologies are maturing 
to promote the driving force of 
urban development

The industrial chain layout is optimized 
gradually to accelerate the smart 
cities to implement 

Policy is improved 
continuously, indicating the 
direction of healthy 
development

The Huge Development Space of Smart 
Cities in China

 China has entered the stage of development of new smart cities. Application of New Technologies and Solving 
Urban Development have become a prominent feature of the development of smart cities in the new era.

 5G
 AI
 Blockchain
 ··· ···
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What Makes a City Smart?

01

02

03

 Provide clean, healthy living conditions 

without pollution and congestion. 

 With a digital infrastructure that makes city 

services instantly and conveniently available 

anytime, anywhere.

 Provide services without stealing 

from future generations.

 Provide the enabling 

infrastructure — energy, 

connectivity, computing, essential 

services — to compete globally for 

high-quality jobs.

Livability

Sustainability

Workability



AI can Play an Important Role in Smart City
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Urban function optimization

Industrial innovation and upgrading

Life Convenience and Safety

 With the in-depth combination of AI technology and urban construction, AI will play a 
greater role in urban function optimization, industrial innovation and upgrading, and life 
convenience and safety. The two technologies complement and develop together, and form 
an organic urban system eventually with man-machine coordination and ecological diversity.

AI City



AI, Unlock the Gene of Urban Intelligence
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 AI has become an intelligent engine for urban self-analysis, self-judgment and self-

optimization, making each field of intelligent city realize iterative upgrade and 

experience innovation.

Permeate multiple application scenarios
Wisdom of City is reflected in the personal feelings of residents

Perceptual intelligence | Cognitive intelligence | Big data processing ability | Motion control ability

AI+Public Safety

AI+Transportation & Logistics

……

AI+Medicine

AI+Education

……

AI+Entertainment & Consumption

AI+Family Services

……

Social management Public service Personal application
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 With the maturity of AI technology, it is possible for AI to process massive surveillance 
video data automatically. AI can replace manual real-time analysis of video content, 
detect abnormal information and carry out risk early warning. Urban security is 
developing from traditional passive defense to active judgment and early warning. 

Safe City Xueliang Project

The construction of Safe City and 
Snow Project makes video 

surveillance all over the streets and 
lanes. According to incomplete 

statistics, the video data produced 
by a medium-sized city can reach 

100 billion pictures every day. 

Advanced AI technologies such as machine vision, image processing, pattern recognition and 
in-depth learning are the cornerstones of video content understanding in Intelligent 

Safeguard Systems. 

AI+ Public Security, Upgrading Urban Safety 
System 



AI Changes City’s Transportation

Ali ET: City Brain Storage Robots

Autonomous perception,  
judgment and management

Distribution Robots Intelligent Drive

Voice interaction
Traffic prediction 

Sentiment analysis
Face&image recognition 

AI+ Logistics: Storage and distribution robots 

in intelligent logistic system driven by AI have 

changed the traditional delivery methods, 

improving  logistics efficiency. 

AI+ Traffic Big Data: Reduce traffic congestion

and improve travel efficiency.

AI+ Traffic Management: Free interaction among 

human, vehicles and roads.

Machine learning
Neural network 

Bayesian network
Fuzzy logic

Deep learning
Face&image recognition 
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AI+ Medical : Innovation of People's 
Livelihood Service
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 The hospital can provide patients with efficient and diversified services, by connecting 

medical personnel with equipment through AI.

Intelligent 
diagnosis

Intelligent 
Medical Imaging 

Voice 
Recording

Remote 
Diagnosis

Hospital Guide Robot Health 
Management 

Before
Diagnosis 

Route guidance 
Medical FAQs

Intelligent triage

Real-time 
presentation of
patient data.

Diagnosis and treatment  
schemes provided by AI.

Remote surgical robots

Cases and checking 
recorded by voice mode.

Medical sensor
Health monitoring
Risks recognition

Mental states analysis

Medical Service
Online diagnosis

Health interventions

Electronic Health Record

After
Diagnosis 

In
Diagnosis 

Image recognition
Deep learning

Medical image analysis



AI+ Education， Enrich teaching & 
Learning Methods
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 AI technology can endow education field and pay attention to the personalized education of 
students, which is helpful for teachers to teach students in accordance with their aptitude, improve 
the quality of teaching and learning, and promote the equalization and affordability of education.

Scene education based on AR/VR

Using "immersion + experience" teaching method, 

interesting and visual presentation of curriculum 

content 

Virtual mentor

Instead of one-to-one tutoring with 

real people, it helps students learn 

by themselves and answer 

questions after class.

Technology Education Based on 
Programming and Robot 

technology education such as computer, 
programming and robot design has 

become a good practice in the field of AI 
power education

Education robot

Interact with your children and 

become their teachers and friends

Adaptive/personalized learning

Adaptive learning system based on AI helps 

schools and teachers to provide personalized 

teaching



AI+ Entertainment & Consumption，Open 
a New Era of “Facial Scan”
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VR&AR combined with AI 
technology, enhance the 

experience of communication, 
sharing and interaction

VR Game Beauty filter Emoticon video

……

Image recognition, face 
recognition payment, etc. bring 
more diversified and convenient 

consumer experience

serf-service settlement

face scan payment

Face scan 

payment

self-service 

supermarket

Intelligent accurate 

marketing

User portrait

Personalized recommendation
Biometrics



AI+ Family Service, Bring a New Human-
Computer Interaction Experience
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Cortana Siri Smart speaker: 

Echo

XIAODU

Virtual personal assistant

 Through voice interaction, AI can interact with people. At the same time, it can be the 

entrance of smart home devices, which can connect and control all kinds of smart home 

terminal products. We can also add personalized services such as booking tickets, checking 

the weather, and broadcasting news information to provide personalized and active butler 

service for families and individuals. 

Google Home
Home robot

Smart Butler
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Smart Perception 
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 From a single RFID and sensor 
node to a smart sensor node 
with better communication 
and computing capabilities 

 Collecting and transmitting the 
perceptual data of the smart 
city

Integrated City IOT Platform 

 Equipment Management, 
Connection Management

 Perception Data , processing, 
integrating, analyzing, managing 
and sharing

宠物防丢定位终端 GPS终端移动智能终端

终端层

2G/3G/LTE-eMtc/LTE/NB-IoT/LTE-V

车位地磁 智能水表

用户管理 策略计费

状态报告 短信收发

设备信息 批量操作

状态诊断 远程管理

数据存储 流式处理

离线分析 可视管理

接口扩展

应用开发

系统日志

告警生成

连接管理模块 设备管理模块 数据管理模块 能力开放模块 系统监控模块

智能停车 智能抄表 车队管理 智慧家庭 智能监控 健康监测

接入层

平台层

应用层

EPC vEPC BRAS/网关

Sensory Neurons



Ubiquitous Smart Network
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Urban Smart Network

Integrated 
access

Safe and robust

Flexible network 
scheduling

Network 
resource sharing

Multiple 
network 

convergence



Intelligently Manipulated City Brain

 The application of AI in City Brain enhances the wisdom of the Smart City. IT can allocate the city

natural resources, road resources, power resources, medical resources, government resources, etc. timely

and handle problems quickly.

Smart Identification

Analog Simulation

Deep Learning

Self Decision Making

AI
Knowledge Discovery

Integration of Big Data

Real Time Diagnosis 

Situation Cognition
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